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REGULAR EXHIBITION HOURS: FRI–SUN 12–5 PM AND BY APPOINTMENT

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MEDIA CONTACT: SHANI K PARSONS | INFO@TYPOLOGY.CA

TYPOLOGY is pleased to present Nicolas Fleming’s first solo exhibition in  
Toronto, featuring new sculptural artworks and a site-specific installation 
which transforms the exhibition space. Appropriating the visual language  
and syntax of design-build practices, Fleming’s artworks and intervention 
exploit the inherent imperfections and irregular marks characteristic of  
construction sites, challenging the white cube environment in which they  
are situated. Constructing a room within a room, the artist’s sculptural  
gestures within the installation include curved walls and the representation  
of a fountain which bursts through the ceiling, its shiny finish reflecting  
the bright neon lighting illuminating the space. 

Revealing or even glorifying the labour invested in the construction  
process, Fleming questions the accepted notion of pragmatism in  
construction work and creates an enigmatic theatre of fluid perspectives,  
both seductive and disturbing. Yet the overall effect, incorporating subtle 
touches of colour and texture, paradoxically recalls peaceful, temple-like 
places where the viewer may envision or experience acts and states of  
ritual, solitude, and duration.

Co-curated by project space Director Shani K Parsons and TYPOLOGY’s  
first Resident Curator, Oana Tanase, Moving right along is accompanied  
by an exhibition catalogue featuring original curatorial essay and interview  
with the artist, plus full documentation of the site-specific installation.  
Exhibition-related events are currently in development; please visit  
www.typology.ca/exhibition/moving-right-along for more information.

Moving right along | Nicolas Fleming
OCTOBER 15 — NOVEMBER 29, 2015 • OPENING THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2015 FROM 6– 8 PM
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Nicolas Fleming holds a Bachelor’s Degree in  
Studio Arts from Concordia University (2001) and  
a Master’s Degree in Visual Arts from University  
of Quebec in Montreal (2007), and currently  
splits his time between studios in Montreal  
and Toronto. He has exhibited work in Canada,  
Mexico, Germany, and the United States at  
venues and festivals including UQAM Gallery  
and Aires Libres in Montreal, Axeneo7 in Gatineau, 
Quebec, ISE Cultural Foundation in New York,  
and most recently the Maison des Arts in  
Laval (Quebec). Concurrent with this exhibition,  
Fleming is exhibiting work with Galerie Trois  
Points (Montreal) at the 2015 Feature Art Fair in 
Toronto from October 22 – 25, 2015.

Providing opportunities for independent  
curators and participating artists to mount  
fully realized exhibitions within a critical  
framework, TYPOLOGY is a not-for-profit 
project space which seeks to build curatorial 
community and resources for the exchange  
of ideas on art and exhibition-making as  
a way to engage and inform audiences from  
all walks of life. Visit our website for more  
information: www.typology.ca.
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OUR MISSION  
TYPOLOGY is an independent not-for-profit initiative which 
provides opportunities for curators and participating 
artists to mount fully realized exhibitions within a critical 
framework. 

Through a wide-ranging annual program of exhibitions 
supported by the production of original publications,  
editions, and events, TYPOLOGY is an open platform for 
diverse curatorial practices and perspectives, and a forum 
for the exchange of ideas on exhibition-making as a way  
to engage and inform audiences from all walks of life.  

VISIT US! 
Our yearly program of exhibitions and events runs from 
September through June. When exhibitions are on,  
the project space is open Friday–Sunday 12–5 pm and 
by appointment. Please visit www.typology.ca for current 
information and hours.

Subscribe for updates + invites at www.typology.ca/blog, 
or follow us on Facebook (facebook.com/TYPOLOGY), 
Twitter (@TypologyCA), Tumblr (typology.tumblr.com), or  
Instagram (instagram.com/typologica) for the latest  
happenings.

Exhibitions 

As an intimate venue for exhibitions, TYPOLOGY 

emphasizes highly focused art and curatorial  

projects with an eye toward stimulating  

cross-disciplinary dialogue between artists, art 

forms, ideas, images, objects, and environments.

Editions 

Through our publishing program, each show is 

documented in a professionally designed  

exhibition catalogue with original curatorial  

writing. Affordable limited-edition prints are also 

produced in collaboration with exhibiting artists  

as an invitation to collectors of all ages. 

Events 

Through an inclusive and varied program of  

events, TYPOLOGY seeks to enrich the exhibition 

experience and encourage active audience  

participation in our projects and programming. 

TYPOLOGY accepts curatorial proposals and  

artist’s portfolios on a rolling basis. Submission 

guidelines for curators and artists can be found on 

our the home page of our website. 

ABOUT TYPOLOGY
CONTACT: SHANI K PARSONS / INFO@TYPOLOGY.CA


